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IV/IV B. Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  MARCH / APRIL - 2015

First Semester

ELECTRONICS  &  COMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE  COMMUNICATIONS

Time : Three Hours            Max. Marks : 70

   Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory. 14x1=14

Answer ONE question from each Unit. 4x14=56

1. a) What are different applications of satellite systems.

b) Define apogee and perigee.

c) What is meant by azimuth angle.

d) What is meant by Transponder.

e) Define Inclination.

f) Difference between Encoder ?  Decoder.

g) What is guard time ?

h) What is meant by frequency re use.

i) Write the equation of C/N ratio.

j) What is an EIRP ?

k) Explain star VSAT network.

l) What is a true system ?

m) What is frequency hoppins.

n) What is link budget ?

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain about the kepler's laws of planetary motion.

b) Give a brief history of satellite communication.

(Or)

3. a) Explain how a satellite is located in the orbit ?  What is look angle determination ?

b) Write about different orbital effects in communication system performance.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Explain about the communication subsystems in space craft.

b) Explain briefly about TTC and M.

(Or)

5. a) Compare and contrast between the CDMA, FDMA and TDMA.

b) What is SPADE ?  Briefly describe the operation of COMSAT'S spade system.

UNIT - III

6. a) Discuss about the basic transmission theory in satellite link design and derive the

expression for G/T ratio.

b) Explain about the satellite uplink design.

(Or)

7. a) Discuss the receivers working in earth station with suitable block diagram.  Explain

various LNA's used there.

b) Discuss about the satellite TV system and satellite broad casting.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the concepts of slow frequency hoppins and fast frequency hoppins.

b) Explain in detail about the practical Jammer types.

(Or)

9. a) Explain about the PN sequences and notion of spectrum.

b) Explain about the DSSS with CBPSK.
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IV/IV B.TECH DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, OCT/NOV- 2015
First Semester

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer question NO.1 Compulsory 14X1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a)   Define the Kepler’s third law of planetary motion

b)   Define look angle

c)   Why the earth is considered as Geoid?

d)   What is meant by Transponder?

e)   Define  CDMA

f)   Define satellite Broadcasting

g)   Define C/N ratio

h)   Applications of satellites

i)    What is meant by Geo stationary satellite?

j)    Define VSAT

k)   Define Frequency Hopping

l)   What is meant by Jammer?

m)  Define power system

n)   Define spread spectrum

UNIT-I
2. a)   What are the orbital effects in communication system preformance?

b)   Explain the following

        i)    Types of orbits

       ii)   Orbital perturbation

(OR)
3. a)   Kepler’s laws of planetary motion

b)   Explain in detail about Launch vehicle

UNIT-II
4. a)   Explain the communication subsystem

b)   With neat sketch explain the Telemetry, Tracking, Command & Monitoring system

P.T.O
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(OR)
5. a)   Explain SPADE DAMA satellite

b)   Write about TDMA & its advantages

UNIT-III
6. a)   Explain in detail about transmission theory

b)   Derive the expression for  the G/T ratio?

(OR)
7. a)   Explain the following terms

      i)    Satellite broadcasting

      ii)   Small earth station antenna

b)   VSAT and its Applications

UNIT-IV
8. a)   Explain the following terms

       i)     PN sequences

      ii)    Probability of Error

b)   Explain in detail about Acquisition & Tracking

(OR)
9. a)   Differentiate small & fast frequency hopping

b)    DSSS with CBPSK
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IV/IV B. TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS,  OCT / NOV - 2015

First  Semester

ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS

SATELLITE  COMMUNICATIONS

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70

 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.        14x1=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.        4x14=56 M

1. a) What is frequency planning ?

b) What is split body stabilization ?

c) Why thermal control is necessary ?

d) What is ascending node and descending node ?

e) Define antenna gain.

f) What is GRAMSAT ?

g) Define geo stationary orbit.

h) Write the two basic problems in satellite digital transmission.

i) What do you mean by apogee ?

j) What are the features of LEO ?

k) Define multiplexing.

l) Define multiple access and single access.

m) What is need of reference burst in TDMA ?

n) State Kepler's second law.

UNIT - I

2. a) Explain the orbital perturbations in detail.

b) What are the different types of satellite orbits ?  Discuss their merits and demerits ?

(OR)

3. a) Describe the steps involved in launching a satellite.

b) Determine the limits of visibility for an earth station situated at mean sea level, at

latitude 48.42o north and, longitude 89.26o west.  Assume a minimum angle of elevation

of 5o.
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UNIT - II

4. a) Explain how altitude and orbit control is achieved from an earth station ?

b) Compare salient features of FDMA and TDMA.

(OR)

5. a) Explain about satellite antennas.

b) Explain about TT and C systems in detail.

UNIT - III

6. a) Derive the downlink C/N ratio for the satellite.

b) Explain the propagation effects on satellite.

(OR)

7. a) Explain small earth station antennas.

b) Derive the satellite link design equation.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the operation of VSAT system in detail.

b) Describe the GPS functioning with a block diagram.

(OR)

9. a) Discuss earth station transmitter and receiver with necessary block diagram.

b) Write short notes on multiple access and modulation.
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IV/IV B.Tech DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MARCH/APRIL – 2015 
FIRST SEMESTER 

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 

Time: 03 Hours               Maximum Marks: 70 
 

Answer Question No. 1 compulsory   (14x1=14) 
         Answer ONE question from each unit   (4x14=56) 
 

Q1) a) Mention types of orbits. 

b) Define kepler’s law of planetary motion. 

c) Mention few orbital effects in communications system performance. 

d) What is orbital elements. 

e) Define power systems? 

f) Mention few antennas that are used in satellite communication. 

g) Define CDMA technology. 

h) Define G/T ratio. 

i) What do you mean by uplink and downlink frequencies. 

j) Mention few effects due to rain and ice. 

k) What is meant by small earth station. 

l) Define modulation coding. 

m) Write about principles of GPS position location. 

n) Write formula used to calculate of link margins for VSAT star network. 

 

UNIT – I 

Q2) a) Write short notes on 

i) Orbital perturbations. 

ii) Look angle determinations. 

b) How kepler’s laws planetary motion useful to satellite communication? 

OR 

Q3) a) Write notes on launch and launch vehicles. 

b) How the satellite is located in the orbit, explain in detail? 

 

[P.T.O] 
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UNIT - II 

Q4) a) How command & monitoring system will work in satellite communication. 

b) Which antenna play vital role in satellite communications  and explain its  

operation with neat sketch 

OR 

Q5) a) Give the difference between FDMA, TDMA, DAMA and CDMA. 

b) Where will the encoder and decoder are used and explain it. 

 

UNIT - III 

Q6) a) Calculate system noise temperature and G/T ratio.  Why it is necessary? 

b) Write about uplink and downlink with certain calculation. 

OR 

Q7) a) Define and explain quantifying attenuation and depolarization with necessary  

  examples. 

b) Why designing of large antennas are required. 

 

UNIT - IV 

Q8) a) Explain network architectures in detail? 

b) Write about 

i) multiple access selection 

ii) Signal formats 

OR 

Q9) a) What is GPS receivers and codes, explain in brief. 
b) Develop procedure for system design? 

 
 

 
* * *  
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